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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A pair of C shaped or channel shaped gripper members 

fit over the outer edges of a flange of an I beam which 
supports a sliding oil derrick. The gripping of the Ibeam 
is accomplished by a flattened tube lying inside each chan 
nel member. Fluid is pumped under pressure into the 
tubes which tend to assume a round cross section, press 
ing against the beam and one rib of the channel mem 
bers. This causes the other rib of the channel member 
to be pressed tightly against the Ibeam flange, giving rise 
to a powerful gripping action. A hydraulic motor connects 
the channels to the derrick, and the channels act as an 
anchor against which the derrick can be pushed or pulled. 
The cross plate connecting the channel members is large 
enough to adjust the channels to different widths of 
beams. 

Disclosure 

My invention relates to grippers of the type that do not 
damage or scar the object being gripped and has special 
reference to a fluid powered gripper using flattened flexi 
ble tubes as the gripper motor. 

In some types of oil well installations, for example, 
in marine drilling from artificial islands, platforms or 
anchored vessels, a single derrick is used to drill or 
service a large number of individual wells. This requires 
the derrick to be moved from one location to another. 
While rails and wheels are sometimes used for such 
movement, the deeper wells and larger wells require a 
much more substantial footing to carry the large bearing 
loads. For this purpose large, flat-topped steel beams are 
used which are generally I beams or H beams. A pair of 
spaced I beams each support two legs of the derrick, thus 
giving very solid Support to the usual four legged oil 
derrick. 
The derricks are skidded or slid along the supporting 

I beams by grippers that engage the I beam and are con 
nected by a motor to one leg or foot of the oil derrick. 
When energized, the gripper acts as an anchor against 
which the derrick is pushed or pulled. At the end of the 
stroke of the motor, the gripper is de-energized, and the 
notor operated to pull or push the gripper ot a new an 
choring position. In this fashion the gripper inches its way 
along an I beam, pushing or pulling the derrick with it 
to the desired location. 

Formerly ratchet devices were employed that required 
notches or holes in the steel surfaces of the I beam in 
order to get a positive bite. These, however, scarred and 
roughened the Supporting surface and tended to weaken 
the Ibeam. There were superseded by the frictional type 
of gripper using compression of the flange only and one 
Such type is shown in Patent 3,373,971, issued Mar. 19, 
1968. The present invention provides a gripper of this 
frictional type employing a simplified design which has 
an extremely powerful gripping action. 
A general object of my invention is to provide an im 

proved hydraulic gripper for oil derrick skidding. 
Other objects, advantages and features of the invention 

Will be apparent in the following description and claims 
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2 
considered together with the accompanying drawing forms 
ing an integral part of this disclosure in which: 

FIG. 1 is a three dimensional view of an I beam Sup 
porting one corner of an oil well derrick and having a 
gripper embodying the invention attached to the I beam 
and connected by hydraulic motor to the oil derrick foot. 

FIG. 2 is a plan view of the gripper of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is an end view of the gripper of FIG. 2 partly 

in section taken along the line III-III of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 is a plan view of a shoe forming part of the 

gripper and illustrated as being the shoe for the upper 
longitudinal member as viewed in FIG. 2. 

Referring to FIG. 1 there is illustrated an I beam 10 
which supports two legs of an oil derrick, and there is 
illustrated a foot 11 on only one of such legs designated 
by the numeral 9. The function of the gripper of the 
invention is to slide the foot 11 along the I beam 10 
in either of 2 directions. The gripper of the invention 
is designated by the numeral 12, and it grips the outer 
edges of the upper flange of the I beam 10. A hydraulic 
piston-cylinder motor interconnects the gripper 12 and 
the foot 11, so that the foot can be pushed or pulled. Ac 
cordingly, a cylinder 13 has a piston rod 18 projecting 
from one end, and this terminates in a clevis 16 which 
is connected to the foot 11 by a pin 17. The other end of 
the cylinder 13 is connected by a pin 19 to the gripper 
12. Fluid under pressure is passed into ports 14 in the 
cylinder 13 to cause the piston rod 18 to move in one 
direction or the other, to thereby move the foot 11. 

Referring now to all of the figures, the gripper prefer 
ably engages both of the outer edges of the upper flange 
of the I beam 10. These are designated in FIG. 3 by the 
numeral 23. Accordingly, a pair of identical channel mem 
bers 20 having inwardly projecting ribs 21 and 22 are 
passed over the outer edges 23 of the flanges to partly 
encircle these flanges. The two channels 20 are secured on 
the flange edges 23 by a cross plate 30 having a pair of 
upwardly projecting spaced lugs 31 through which the 
pin 19 passes to secure the cylinder 13 to the gripper. 
Bolts 32 pass through the plate 30 to fasten the channel 
members 20 in the correct spacing so they will engage the 
outer flanges 23 as shown in FIG. 3. Various sets of holes 
33 may be provided in the cross plate to fit I beams of 
differing width. 

Referring now particularly to FIG. 3, there is illus 
trated a shoe 24 which bears directly on the upper sur 
face of the flange edge 23 and disposed on this shoe 24 is 
a flattened flexible tube 26, formed of any high strength 
tubular material, such as reinforced rubber or rubber 
like materials. Disposed above the flattened tube 26 is a 
bearing strip 27 against which the tube 26 presses when 
fluid under pressure is introduced into the tube. A pair of 
side plates 28 may be welded or otherwise secured to the 
bearing strip 27 to project below it to contain the tube 26 
directly underneath the bearing strip 27. A shim 29 may 
be disposed between the bearing strip 27 and the upper 
rib 21 of the channel member 20. Abolt 34 may secure 
the shim 29 and the bearing strip 27 in position. Different 
thicknesses of shim 29 may be employed, so that the chan 
nel 20 can properly fit over I beam flanges of different 
vertical thickness, as viewed in FIG. 3. 
The tubes 26 may be terminated by suitable metal fit 

tings 36 which include a transverse plate 37 which plate 
is bolted to the enlarged end portion of the bearing strip 
27. In this fashion the flattened tubes 26 are stretched 
between the ends of the bearing Strip 27. A suitable hy 
draulic fitting 38 may be connected to the metal fittings 
36, and a pressure tube 39 may interconnect both tubes, 
as shown best in FIG. 2. Accordingly, the tube 39 may 
be connected to a source of fluid under pressure, for 
example, a hydraulic pump or an accumulator, and in 
this fashion fluid under pressure is forced inside the 
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flattened tubes 26, causing them to tend to assume a round 
cross section, which in turn presses against the shoe 24 
and the bearing strip 27, to grip the flange edge 23 
tightly. 
As shown best in FIG. 4, the shoe 24 has enlarged ends. 

While both chanel members 20 and constituent assemblies 
are identical, for ease of reference the shoe of FIG. 4 
will be referred to the upper channel 20 of FIG. 2. Re 
ferring to FIG. 4, the shoe 24 has on its upper side a 
pair of upwardly projecting ears 41 formed one on each 
end. A distance D between these two ears 41 is identical 
to the longitudinal length of the channel member 20. Ac 
cordingly, the shoe 24 cannot slip lengthwise with respect 
to the channel member 20, because these ears 41 inter 
lock the two members together. The shoe 24 is prevented 
from slipping sideways of the channel 20 by a pair of 
bolts 42 passing through two smooth bores in the enlarged 
bearing strip ends 27, to be threaded into threaded holes 
40 in the ears 41 and in opposite ears 43 of the shoe 24. 
Inasmuch as the tubes 26 must assume a generally round 
condition at their ends to be gripped by the metal fittings 
36, the shoe 24 may have a tapered portion 44 at each 
end to allow for this more circular condition of the tubes 
26 compared to the flattened cross section shown in FIG. 
3. If desired, the end portions of the bearing strip 27 
may be similarly tapered to accommodate this rounded 
cross section near the ends of both of these strips. 

Channel members 20 extend along beam 10 for a 
considerable distance. This allows the gripping forces pro 
duced within the gripper to be distributed over a large 
surface of the flange, thus, allowing a frictional grip of 
the flange and preventing the flange from being marred. 
Since the flange is not marred or deformed by the gripper, 
the derrick easily slides over the I beam. The length of 
channel members 20 should be sufficient to prevent de 
formation of the beam when the beam is gripped between 
shoes 24 and channel ribs 22. 
When it is desired to remove the entire gripper from 

the I beam 10 and replace it at another point or on 
another I beam, it is highly desirable to eliminate much 
of the remaining fluid in the flattened tubes 26. While the 
weight of the gripper tends to flatten these tubes, some 
times trapped fluid causes the gripper to engage the flange 
edges 23 sufficiently tightly so that it is desirable to com 
press the tube 26 mechanically. For this purpose the bolts 
42 are tightened, thus pulling the shoe 24 towards the 
bearing strip 27, which in turn is held in position by the 
bolts 34. To prevent bowing of the shoe 24 during this 
operation, this tightening can be effected at an inter 
mediate point, and for this purpose there is illustrated 
in FIG. 4, a lug 46 disposed at an intermediate point, and 
it too has a tapped hole 40 formed in it. As shown in 
FIG. 2, this lug 46 is disposed underneath the cross plate 
30, and accordingly the bolt 42 at that location bears 
against the cross plate 30 when it is turned to lift the 
center section of the shoe 24. 

Operation 
When it is desired to move the foot 11 of the oil derrick 

shown in FIG. 1, fluid under pressure is applied to the 
conduit 39 shown in the left hand part of FIG. 2. This 
causes fluid to enter the flattened tubes 26, shown in the 
right hand part of FIG. 3. The tubes tend to assume a 
rounded cross section, pushing upwardly on the upper rib 
21 of the channel 20 and pushing downwardly on the 
shoe 24, thus compressing the flange edge 23 between 
the shoe 24 and the lower channel rib. 22. In this fashion 
both channels 20 of the gripper securely engage the I 
beam 10, and it acts as an anchor against which the oil 
derrick may be pushed or pulled. 
To effect movement of the oil derrick foot 11, fluid 

under pressure is introduced to one of the ports 14 in the 
cylinder 13 shown in FIG. 1. This causes the piston rod 
18 to extend or contract pushing or pulling the foot 11 
accordingly. When the piston-cylinder motor 13-18 has 
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4 
reached the limit of its stroke, the fluid under pressure 
in the flattened tubes 26 is then released so that the tubes 
assume their flattened condition illustrated in FIG. 3. 
Appropriate pressure fluid is then introduced to the ports 
14 of the cylinder 13, causing it to push or pull the gripper 
12 along the I beam in the desired direction. In this in 
stance, the great weight of the derrick foot 11 and the lack 
of resistance of the gripper allows the derrick foot 11 to 
act as the anchor for the movement of the gripper. The 
gripper is then re-energized to again assume its anchor 
ing action, and the piston-cylinder motor 13-18 is again 
actuated. In this fashion the gripper can inch along the 
I beam 10, pushing or pulling the derrick foot 11 with it. 

It will be seen with reference to FIG. 3, that during 
these pushing and pulling operations on the derrick foot 
11 that the shoe 24 will be subject to longitudinal stresses. 
The shoe 24 takes up the longitudinal stresses by the 
terminal ears shown best in FIG. 4 wherein the ears 41 are 
spaced apart the same distance D as the length of the 
channel 20, and accordingly, interlock the shoe 24 with 
the channel 20. 
When it is desired to remove the entire gripper from 

an I beam, the bolts 42 at each end of the bearing strips 
27 are tightened, pulling the shoe 24 upwardly as best 
shown in the left part of FIG. 3 and in FIG. 4. An inter 
mediate bolt 42 threaded into a lug 46 (FIGS. 1 and 4) 
bears against the cross plate 30 to pull up an intermediate 
part of the shoe 24. In this fashion sufficient clearance is 
obtained to fit the gripper over the outer edges 23 of an 
I beam flange. 
When it is desired to fit the gripper over an I beam 

having a different vertical thickness of flange 23, as 
viewed in FIG. 3, a different thickness of shim 29 is 
inserted in the assembly to accommodate for this differ 
ence in thickness. When it is desired to fit the gripper to 
an I beam having a different horizontal width of I beam 
flange, then the bolts 32 in the cross plate 30 are placed 
in different holes 33 corresponding to the different width 
of the I beam. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that 
various modifications can be made in the gripper mecha 
nism without departing from the true spirit and scope of 
the invention. For example, it is readily apparent that one 
channel member 20, or equivalent C-shaped member 
could be used instead of a pair of members. Further, it 
is readily apparent that these members need not be 
straight, but can be curved to fit any particular surface 
desired. Any type of motor can interconnect the gripper 
and the object to be moved. It is also obvious that the 
shims and bearing strips could be dispensed with and the 
tube could bear directly against a rib of the channel 
member. 

For these and various other reasons the invention is 
not limited to the specific embodiment illustrated but in 
cludes all variations and modifications that fall within the 
true spirit and scope of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. A gripper for gripping a flanged member compris 

1ng: 
(a) a pair of elongated channels each having spaced 

ribs to fit over the flanges of the member; 
(b) a cross plate connecting the two channels; 
(c) a flexible flattened tube in each channel disposed 
between one rib of the channel and the flange to be 
gripped; and 

(d) means for connecting the flattened tubes to fluid 
under pressure, said flattened tubes tending to as 
Sume a round cross section under pressure to move 
one rib of the channel away from the flange to there 
by cause the other rib to press against the flange to 
grip it. 

2. A gripper as set forth in claim 1 wherein a shoe is 
disposed in each channel between the tube and the flange 
and is interlocked with the respective channel against 
longitudinal movement, whereby longitudinal forces ap 
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plied to the gripper are absorbed by the shoe and the tube 
is free of them. 

3. A gripper as set forth in claim 2 wherein mechanical 
means are provided for moving each shoe toward said 
one channel rib so that clearance may be obtained by 
compressing the flexible tube so that the entire gripper 
may be moved off or on a flange of a member. 

4. A gripper as set forth in claim 1 wherein a shim is 
disposed between the tube and the one rib of each chan 
nel so that the channels can accommodate flanges of 
different thickness. 

5. A gripper for a flange as set forth in claim 4 where 
in said cross plate is adjustably connecting the two chan 
nels together to accommodate flanged members of differ 
ent width. 

6. A gripper for a flange as set forth in claim 1, where 
in a shoe is disposed between the tube and the flange and 
means are provided to mechanically interlock the shoe 
and channel against relative longitudinal movement. 

7. A gripper for a flange comprising: 
(a) a member of channel shaped cross section having 
spaced parallel ribs to fit over the flange to be 
gripped and having a longitudinal shape to fit the 
fange outline, said member extending along the 
length of said flange for a sufficient distance to allow 
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the gripper to engage the flange with a frictional 
glp; 

(b) a flattened tube disposed within the channel to 
bear against one channel rib and the flange to be 
gripped; 

(c) and means for connecting the flattened tube to 
fluid under pressure, whereby said flattened tube 
tends to assume a round cross section under pres 
sure, pushing said one channel rib away from the 
flange being gripped, causing the other channel rib to 
be pressed against the flange to compressively grip 
it with a frictional grip thereby not deforming the 
flange. 
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